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Plastics
The Worlds Most
Versatile Materi

You have heard of the revolution, right? How technology from Nortel Networks is transforming the way people share ideas, work,
buy, sell and learn by harnessing the real potential of networks. Liberating today's Internet from slow connections, crashes, uncertain
security, glacial downloads-from computers and even wires. Creating a new era of IP-optimized networking from everywhere, over
almost any digital device, for everyone. Changing society, one connection at a time.
We're seamlessly converging today's separate networks into unified networks that blend technologies like fiber optics, wireless,
IP LAN and voice telephony. And this isn't a vision-we're providing real customers with real-world solutions right now.
What does that really mean to you?
We're successful: We are a global leader in telephony, data, wireless and wireline solutions for the Internet. Our 1999 revenues
totalled US $22.2 billion and we serve carrier, service provider and enterprise customers globally. We are creating a high-performance
Internet that is more reliable and faster than ever before. We are redefining the economics and quality of networking and the
Internet through Unified Networks that promise a new era of collaboration, communications and commerce.
We're global: 70,000 experts-marketing and sales, finance and service as well as technology and design-working
in 150 countries and territories.
We're diverse: We have constantly evolving business units and a few hundred locations, each with its unique
culture and style; plus joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions, start-ups and spin-offs;
50 languages; 55 national origins in a team-centred, networked virtual environment.
In short, we're a great place to build a unique career. So follow your heart, take part in
the revolution and help make the Internet what YOU want it to be.

Visit www.nortelnetworlcs.com/careers today.
Nortel Networks Is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Girl Scouts Invade
Virginia Tech
con trib uted by Julie Prudich (ChE '00)

f you were in Randolph Hall Saturday,
February 12 you would have heard
something unusual - the sounds of 68
area Girl Scouts. The third through sixth
graders were there to learn about things
like friction, profit margins, design, stress,
polymers and teamwork. And they did all
of that and more by participating in handson activities designed for them, culminating in the afternoon with a patch for their
sashes reading "EXPLORING ENGINEERING 2000".
This was the fourth year the Society of
Women Engineers (SWE) had hosted the
event.
The program was originally
designed to meet one of SWE's goals - to
encourage young girls to study engineering. Every year, the SWE chapter invites
the local Girl Scout troops to participate in
this event on the Virginia Tech campus.
This year's attendance was low due to

I

Th e program was originally designed to
meet on e of SW E's goals - to enc o urage
young girls to study e ngine ering .
helped the scouts make slime out of
Elmer's Glue and Borax and discussed
characteristics of polymers . The girls were
excited to take home their experiment! In
the mechanical engineering station, Anna
McEntee (ME '00) and Katie Gray (CpE
'02) demonstrated some aspects of car
design using the autonomous vehicle.
Then in pairs, the girls were given various
recycled supplies with which to create
their own cars. One resulting car was built
with a Pepsi can body, pencil axle, and

concepts. In the last station Cindy Dotson
('03) and Melissa Harrison ('03) had the
girls work in teams to design a bridge
while talking about civil engineering.
They were given limited supplies including tape, foil, toothpicks , and string and
their creations were tested by seeing how
many pennies they could hold.
The Exploring Engineering activity is
one of SWE's favorite outreach projects.
Thirty Virginia Tech students made it possible, and the area girl scouts left excited to
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Lft: Three scouts test out the autonomous vehicle in 'follow the leader. " Ctr: Katie Gray aids a team in making a vehicle from
recycled goods. Rt: April Williams watches on as the girls mix their slime.
forecasted weather problems; usually 150
girls and parents participate.
The girls rotated through four stations
run by SWE members, each emphasizing a
different major. In the chemical engineering station, Terri Kurfurst (ChE '01)

canister lid wheels.
The scouts spoke of profit, operating
costs, inventory, and demand in the industrial systems and engineering station.
Alison Hammock (ISE '00) led them in a
hypothetical plant "game" to illustrate the
local
I

return next year to see what activities
would be done. If you're interested in
helping with Exploring Engineering Day
(Girl Scout Day) or in joining SWE, email
the society at swe@vt.edu or stop by the
office in 216A Hancock Hall. [iE]
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No More Excuses ... Please!
Shuvom Ghose

hough it took us 127 years to get
there, Virginia Tech's engineering
college has finally ascended to
national prominence by surpassing all
other accredited schools in the production
of knowledgeable, highly-trained, energetic whiners.
No longer must we bow down to traditional powerhouses like MIT; Tech pro-

T

pen to do his homework instead of the
standard mechanical pencil the EF department mandated in my day.
"Yeah, I like using a pen better," he
replied after I asked him about it. "That
stupid EF department is always trying to
make us conform to one another. I'm not a
conformist, I like doing it my own way,
and my way works better." The student

Whining is, after all, the manner in
which this c ountry received its birth.

duced more gripers last year than they did
by 42%. No more must we take second
place to massive schools like Illinois State;
our whiners have been rated more disgruntled and childish than ISU's by 4 out of 5
impartial judges. Finally, Tech stands
alone atop the complaining world.
Luckily, as a tutor in an engineering
assistance center and a member of a senior
design team, I have access to two of the
most active orchestras producing that
beautiful symphony of disgust. Although
in my younger days I could give out the
occasional malcontent toot, I have, sadly,
lost the talent to generate such elegant concertos of complaint as the people found
there.
Once I noticed that a student I was
helping in the tutoring center was using a

4 • Engineers' Forum

then proceeded to scratch out four entire
lines of equations on the homework paper
he was going to hand in, being unable to
erase little mistakes as his silly "conformist" colleagues could.
How well it speaks to the caliber of
our new students that they can, with less
than 2 months of experience, point out critical flaws in the way a 127-year-old institution nationally ranked in undergraduate
engineering excellence trains its members!
Amazing!
Sometimes, two complaint soloists
combine unknowingly to produce dazzling
duets of disapproval.
"Why do we have to learn this Statics
stuff?" I heard one leader of tomorrow
whine in the center. "Who cares about all
this garbage?" Two tables away, I sat
persp~ctives

down to help a student with her Deforms
homework.
"I don't know how to find the shear
force at this point," she said.
"Well, just find the reactions at the
ends of the beam, and then draw a shearmoment diagram." She looked puzzled.
"A what diagram?"
"A shear-moment diagram. Remember
that from Statics?" The student slumped
her head between her hands.
"Statics? We have to use that? Why
didn't I learn that stuff before?"
But my favorite complaint by far is the
classic: "I just don't learn that way." I have
heard this gem from students in the tutoring center, tutors in the tutoring center, and
even seniors in my major. And it never
fails to bring a sigh to my chest. The conversation usually goes something like this:
A friend: Hey, Shuvom, did you get
number two of the homework?
Me: Sure, why not?
Friend: Because it didn't look like the
prof went over that in class.
Me: He didn't. It was in the book.
Friend: The book? (Thoughtful
pause) Maybe I'll just go in and see the
professor during office hours.
Me: No, it's easy. Just read the section
and you'll be able to do it.
Friend: (Shaking head) No, I can't just
pick up the book and read it.
Me: Why? Don't you have the book?
Friend: Yeah, but/just don't learn that
way.
Me: What, you can't read?
Friend: No, it's just that I just don't
learn that way. It's too hard to understand.
Some people can pick up the book and

understand everything, but I can't.
Me: Well, how are you going to ever
acquire that skill if you always get other
people to explain things to you?
Friend: I don't know. Look, do you
know when the teacher's office hours are?
Me: (Sighing) No, but
it's on the syllabus.
Friend: The syllabus? (Thoughtful pause)
Maybe I'll just e-mail him.
Whining is, after all, the
manner in which this country
received its birth. What was
the
Declaration
of
Independence, really? The
first third contained some
high sounding language
about liberty and justice for
all, but the last two-thirds
were just numerous complaints rich white guys over
here had against rich white guys on the
other side of the Atlantic.
So historic was this gripe that the people who decide this sort of thing righly
choose July 4th, 1776, the Declaration's
signing day, as the birthday of our nation.

This makes much more sense than chooing
October 19th, 1781 , (the day the British
army surrendered at Yorktown) , or
September 17th, 1787, (the day the
Constitution was signed), since the five
years of war and six years of awkward

different and complementary flavors of
whining that engineers make: Some whine
by boasting ("I finally finished that d--n
program"), some whine by questioning
("Are you going to that useless class
today?"), and some just pure whine ("I hate

anarchy that followed the Declaration were
really just formalities. Our nation was
born the day it came together to complain.
Therefore, drink in the cacophony of
complaint you hear all around you; it is as
American as the Fourth of July. Notice the

this stupid course!"). But whatever pitch
of complaining you notice, above all notice
that every comer of Randolph reverberates
with it. It is, after all, what Virginia Tech
engineers do best. liEJ
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Our -vision ... Your Future
Viasystems is the world's second largest manufacturer of printed circuit boards and backplanes. Our Richmond
location is the largest printed circuit board and backplane manufacturing facility in North America, with more
than 2,100 talented professionals and 700,000 square feet of manufacturing space.
Viasystems' primary markets are telecommunications, computer, industrial and automotive. On-site research and
development and state-of-the-art design capabilities provide our customers with the latest interconnection
technology.
As one of Richmond's top 20 employers, we offer outstanding growth potential, excellent benefits and salary
commensurate with experience.
We typically seek qualified graduates in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
Please forward your resume to:

Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Management Information Systems
Marketing

Management Staffing
Human Resources
4500 South Laburnum Ave.
Richmond, VA 23231
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cond mned for the
/.sin of being exceptionally successful.
The
fundamental value our
countrywasfound- ----------~-----.-........---....-.....-.....;~~~~~----..;;......._~~,...,....-----'-------------~~----....;;._....;;..;~
ed on is the right to one's o
sessions, and the product of o e's work.
This means that Americans have the
right to trade freely with , thers. These t
most sacred tenets include the right to
make a profit, as big a profit as it is possitf 'e to earn in a free, unregulated
1
mark~f
. ·
"-1
C~mpanies exist for a single purJ?Ose: to earnF oney. They do not exist
to make the world a better place or to
free human~ fro)Jl a specific burden.
It is interesting to n@te· \that the sarri
virtues that enable the accumulation
of wealth (suP.¢rlative achievemen by
the creation of a , rod
or a ervice
in a manner be~fer. t~ . ~ ·a'ny or all
competitors) e the same virtues that
make the worll\l a ette , easier place
to live. Jhe g~vernfuen · as brb~ght
this ... case again~t ,~jc <Jsoft19in the
name of 'the public good. ", at is the
'public good;
1fI not tb'es~,' things?
/
Perhaps th0 e opposed to corporate
actually opposed to the
e.nefits sue success rep- ·
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In support of the Seventh Circuit
Court of the United States
Ted Hessing

ast semester, editors of college
newspapers across the country
printed articles discussing their
views on a case pending trial in the United
States Supreme Court; The Board of
Regents of the University of Wisconsin v.
Southworth. At the heart of the issue is the
fact that the university compels its students
to pay a broad-base fee for the support of
special-interest organizations. The Seventh
Circuit Court of the United States has
decided this action violates the first
amendment principle of the banning of
compelled speech.
The editors maintain that the students
at the University of Wisconsin have not
participated in compelled speech. This is
an obvious fallacy. Webster's dictionary
describes an act of force as 'compel by
physical, mental, or moral means; to compel the acceptance of.' By revoking the
enrollment status of a registered student
for the failure to provide the staple sustenance of organizations of which that student has no interest or commitment to, UW
(or any other institute of higher learning
who performs similar practices) has committed an act of force. Literally, UW has
compelled Southworth (and every other
registered student it has fleeced) to per-

L

tions without funding)
would indeed be violated, as they possess the
same right to be partially
subsidized by the university as any other student organization on
campus receiving funding.' In this statement
the editors are absolutely correct, each group
has equal rights to funding. What they seem to
miss is the fact that NO
GROUP HAS THE
INTRINSIC RIGHT TO
FUNDING.
If each organization
has
members
and
patrons interested in its
continuation those members should be
willing to support it. Whether by donation
of time, money, or effort the members of
each organization should reap the benefits
of their own labor, not siphon funds from
the pockets of private individuals who
have their own interests to attend to.
The Collegiate Time's argument that
"All funding is appropriated using neutral
criteria to ensure against biases, and the
money is used
to support a
wide variety of
organizations"
is invalid. Of
course
the
appropriation
of funding is biased. If the funds were
eliminated, the organizations would have
to rely on the support of members. If the
members of an organization are not willing
to put the time and effort necessary to sustain their interest why should money be
pilfered from the student body to ensure

NO GROUP HAS THE INTRINSIC
RIGHT TO FUNDING .
form compelled speech. The crimes of
higher learning extend beyond this however.
The editors of Virginia Tech's own
Collegiate Times stated in their October
13, 1999 op-ed that, without student funding, 'the right to free speech (of organiza-

persp~ctives

their existence? Would not the money
that is collected from students be better
spent according to each individual's needs
and desires? Why should private citizens
who earn compensation for their hard work
be forced to remit a portion of it for the
benefit of those who claim that by the
default of their existence alone they are
entitled to subsidy? Why are those who
earn money to support organizations forbidden the choice of what organization, if
any, is to benefit from the support of their
dollars? The University's approach is tantamount to theft. Public universities
through out the country are acting as a misbegotten Robin Hood; they steal from
those who are capable of earning and give
to those who are not.
Wealth is the property of those who
create it. It should not be distributed on the
whim of others. When you violate that
principle you violate the most basic right
of man, the right to the product of his own
effort. l!fl
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Plastics:
From the Beginning
by Chris Thaiss

lastics have made it possible to go
from the old days of vacuum tubes
and miles of wiring to compact electronic devices that can sit on your desk or
in the palm of your hand. Just look around,
how many of the objects are made of plastic? The outside shell of almost every
computer is made entirely of plastic.
Floppy disks, ZIPrM disks, and CD's are all
made of plastic. The circuit boards inside
the computer are mostly
plastic, and the insulation
on computer wiring is all
plastic. Imagine what
typing on a keyboard
would sound like if it
wasn't made of plastic
but of metal, assuming
you could even get such a
computer to function.
The first economically viable form of plastic was formed from
refined crude oil in 1909.
This early plastic was
named Bakelite after its
inventor, Dr. L. H.
Bakeland. Bakelite was
made from a combination
of phenol and formaldehyde and provided
rigidity, lightness, strength, heat resistance,
insulation, and the ability to mold to prod-

P

craft canopies during World War II.
However, after World War II America
experienced both an economic and social
boom. More people owned or were buying
homes than ever before. As American cultural identity shifted to a suburban mindset, plastics found their niche.
Plastics revolutionized toys, furniture, housewares, houses, cars, electronics, medical devices, and other 1950's

amenities. The Hula-Hoop, our ever-present cultural icon, was made possible by
plastics. Sterilization of medical equip-

One of the greatest inventions in the
century, the transistor, revolutionized the
electronics industry. However, without
plastic there is no such thing as a transistor.
When Walter Brittain and John Bardeen
experimented by placing strips of gold foil
around a plastic triangle in point contact
with a slab of germanium and built the first
transistor in 1947, they opened the door for
future research into the practical uses of
plastic.
Plastics give designers
an incredible amount of
flexibility when creating
products to meet societal
needs and demands. Yet,
there are always drawbacks
to great inventions. Some
plastics are extremely toxic
when ingested or inhaled,
and with the increased use
of plastics, disposal has
become a problem. The
problem of waste disposal
is being turned around by
an increased recycling
commitment in our communities, such as Virginia
Tech's recycling center.
By recycling more, less waste is generated,
and more of the initial energy that it took to
create a soda bottle or a milk jug is

Did you brush your teeth today? If that brush was not made
of plastic what would it be made of? Wood... That would
work, just make sure to have a pair of twezers ready.
ucts. The strengths of Bakelite were initially utilized in the electricity generation
and supply industry. Prior to the 1950's,
the uses of plastic were limited to military
and government applications including air-
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ment was made easier and more efficient
with plastics. Plastics increased gas
mileage in cars, increased the performance
of aircraft, and have increased the safety of
everyday life.
history
I

retained. The toxicity issue with certain
plastics, and their impact on human health,
can also be resolved. Since only some
plastics are extremely toxic, everyday
household items are not constructed of

these materials, and when these toxic
materials are handled in industry, they
carry detailed warnings and precautions.
Most companies that deal with toxic types
of plastics will not allow people without
proper training to handle them.
It is very hard to imagine a world
without plastic. Think about credit cards,
contact lenses, food wraps, car parts, and
shoes, and how different they would be
without plastic. Did you brush your teeth
today? If that brush was not made of plastic what would it be made of? Wood?
Metal? A metal handle for the brush might
be alright, but the expense of a toothbrush,
and the weight would not make them as
economically feasible as they are now. But
what about a wood handle? That would
work, just make sure to have a pair of
tweezers ready. If not the handle, how
about the bristles? Would you want to
spend your morning brushing your teeth
with tough grass or stiff animal hair?
Where would we be today without plastics? OB

-The
-~r~~on
Do You Want to Solve Important Problems in a Unique Environment?
For more than a half century, the CNA Corporation has served as the Navy
and M arine Corps' premier analytic organization. As the Center for Naval Analyses,
we are the Navy and Marine Corps' Federally Funded Research and Development
Center. In addition, we recently expanded our client base to include other defense and
government agencies. We are looking for individuals interested in taking advantage of
the opportunities this expansion creates .
We are a non-profit organization with 250 full-time research analysts. We are
looking for applicants at all experience levels, for full -time, part-time, or term
employment . Candidates should have advanced degrees in the physical sciences,
engineering , operations research , mathematics, statistics, economics, international
relations, or related disciplines. A successful applicant will think , speak , and write
clearly. We value imaginative and creative approaches and expect our analysts to see
beyond surface details to the core of a problem and to devise logical, and above all ,
practical solutions.
Our approach emphasizes:

HDPE

• Developing solutions based on first-hand observations of real -world events
• Solving unstructured problems
• Work ing directly with clients.

~
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We offer compelling problems, a team approach, extensive computer resources,
opportunities for field assignments in the US and abroad, and competitive salaries and
benefits. Appl icants should submit resumes and cover letters to:

The CNA Corporation
4401 Ford Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22302
Attn: Research Analysts
Fax: (703) 824-2740
E-mail: resumes @cna.org
Visit our website: www.cna.org
CNAC offers a generous leave package, tuition assistance, flexible work schedule,
flexible benefits plan , pension plan, shuttle to Pe ntagon/Metro, and free on-site , indoor parking.
Applicants selected wi ll be subject to a security investigation and mu ·t meet eligibility requirements
fo r access to classified infomrntion. U.S. Citizenship is Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LDPE
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Geotechnical,
Materials &
Environmental
Engineers
S&ME, Inc. is a 27 year-old, award-winning, ENR Top 100
"Pure" Design Firm with 550 employees in 14 branches in
the Southeast. We're looking for engineers who are
looking for :

• Excellent employment opportunities with an
award winning firm

• Profe~ional growth opportunities through
routine access to distinguished senior
professionals

• Out.st.anding location opportunities in the
Southeast

·~

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

www.smeinc.com

Send resumes to:
Vice President, Human Resources
S&ME, Inc.
P.O. Box 58069
Raleigh, NC 27658-8069
e-mail to resumes@smeinc .com
EOE-M/D/V/F
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Engineering for Speed
by: M. K. Abali

ach year 40 some mechanical engineering students dedicate endless
hours in the Ware Lab to design and
build a racecar to graduate, and more
importantly to beat 120 other schools from
around the globe in the most prestigious
student design competition organized by
the Society of Automotive Engineers.

E

What is it?
Formula SAE first started in 1982 as a
learning experience for mechanical engineering students who were considering a
career in automotive and/or racing engineering. Funded by three major automotive manufacturers and an endless list of
industry suppliers, formula SAE soon
grew to a very competitive and innovative
racing series. Former members of the

Virginia Tech Formula SAE team are now
shouldering very important duties in teams
and industry leaders such as, GanasiTarget Racing, Penskee South, and
Ford Motorsports. Furthermore,
every year the majority of senior
l 0 • Engineers' Forum

team members are hired by the automotive
industry.
Every May the main event takes place in
Pontiac Michigan. A growing number of
schools compete in a four day test of
endurance (both cars and the crew), speed,
and engineering. The fruit of an entire
year's work is displayed to professionals from the racing
industry in different
dynamic and static
events. The cars are
judged by their engineering and manufacturing quality, by cost
efficiency and most
importantly by their
speed.

How fast is it?
Driving an FSAE car is a unique experience. First time drivers usually leave the
car with their hands shaking. Performance
numbers for the FSAE car are stifling. 0-62

mph (100 km/h) in 3.2 seconds! 1.3 g of
lateral acceleration on the skidpad! These
numbers are astounding for a common
production car, but the FSAE posts them
with ease. The top speed usually runs
around 100 mph which is plenty exiting for
a 500-lb. car with a 72" wheelbase.

The Race
The nature of an FSAE course can be
explained as low to medium speed, high
acceleration, high handling, autocross style
road course. The annual FSAE event
involves four different races in which 65%
of the total point in the event is awarded.
These races are 100 meters acceleration,
20-ft. radius skid pad, small autocross and
large endurance course. The races test the
car on all the aspects of the racing from
acceleration to mechanical durability.
Besides the FSAE event, FSAE

Motion Technologies Group

INDUSTRIAL DRIVES
201 Rock Road
Radford, VA 24141

INLAND MOTOR
501 First Street
Radford, VA 24141

are open, which provides an opportunity
to make the cars
faster every year.

team of Virginia Tech races in the SCCA
Blue Ridge region Solo 2 autocross series.
The team races in the A-mod category,

Who is working in
the team?
FSAE
team of
Virginia Tech is a
student design project funded by the
M e ch a n i c a1
Engineering department and corporate
sponsors. The team is open to all majors
from all levels as long as they are ready to

A LEADING EMPLOYER IN THE NEW
RIVER VALLEY FOR OVER 37 YEARS,
KOLLMORGEN MOTION TECHNOLOGIES
IS KNOWN FOR ITS EXCELLENCE IN MOTION
CONTROLS AND ELECTRONICS. ITS
SUCCESS HAS BEEN BUILT ON TEAMWORK
AND A STRONG TECHNOLOGICAL BASE.

What are the benefits?
Besides the fact that active membership in
the FSAE team of Virginia Tech is an
excellent addition to any resume, it also
provides an opportunity for the practical
engineering and hands-on experience that
is crucial in the automotive industry. Extra
benefits include the betterment of profes-

The top speed usually runs around l 00 mph which is plenty
exciting for a 500-lb. car with a 72" wheelbase.
competing against the fastest cars. The
team has a consistent history of success
against other professional teams with bigger budgets.
The Rules
Like every other racing series, FSAE has a
set of rules, with which the teams must
comply. These rules are usually design to
protect the driver and the crew from safety
hazards. Unlike some other series, the performance and innovation end of the rules

get their hands dirty. The team meets every
Monday at 4:30 PM in the Ware Lab classrooms and new candidates are welcome to
come to the weekly meetings.

sional qualities, discipline, team work and
people skills. Joining the team early as an
active member is very critical and encouraged due to the complexity of the project. lifl
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Frith Lab Fun

feature

by Ted Hessing

Location: XYZ Corp. performance lab
Setting: Joe Hokie, recent engineering
graduate, 10 AM
Technician: "So, Jim, the motors blown.
What should we do?"
Joe: "According to the spec we'll have to
perform a level 3 system diagnostic. You
start the preliminaries and I'll review the
plans. I hope you can stay late, this could
take all night. "
Technician (shakily): "Uh, sure Jim. I'll
get right on it. "
6 Hours later:
Joe (reporting to the Chief Engineer):
"... and so I looked through the electrical
plans for the motor and it seems to me that
we may be drawing too much current
through the controls system. I'll remove
that segment tomorrow for further study. "
Chief Engineer: "So the motor is still
inoperable. This is completely unacceptable; we need that piece for integration
tests."
Technician: "Uh, sir? I beg your pardon
but the motor is operational. "
Joe: "What? I How? Thats impossible! I
haven't finished my analysis yeti"
Technician: "Well I just checked the spark
plugs ... turns out one of 'em was fouled. I
found a replacement and it seems to be
working fine ... "
Meanwhile at Virginia Tech:
Freshman Janet Hokie is taking apart a
Black and Decker hand-held drill in the
Frith Practical Engineering Laboratory.
The hands-on practicality of her assignment will serve her well in the not-so-distant future.

As the song goes, it's sad but true; a
thorough engineering education does not
prepare a student for all eventualities that
12 • Eng ineers' Forum

they may encounter in the field.
Sometimes a mundane concern such as
spark plug operation may be over looked
in the faculties quest to insure that students
know all the intricate details of Fermat's
Last Theorem, have the periodic element

will I ever need to know this on the job?"
can be heard echoing through the halls of
Randolph, McBryde, and other classrooms
across the Virginia Tech campus. While
students have long been browbeaten into
acquiescing that mastering difficult, often

Students at the Frith Lab enjoy taking gadgets apart and putting them
back together again.

table memorized, or master other such esoteric but essential items of academia.
Although solid background in techno-

uninteresting subjects will expand their
capacity to think and reason they still wish
that they could be spending their time on

Come Play with Robotix for course credit.
logical essentials such as physics, chemistry, and analytical mathematics have
remained constant in the foundation of
engineering education, students find themselves laden with graduation requirements
seeking to instill an appreciation and fluency in abstract theory. Cries of 'When
feature
I

more practical and pertinent quests for
knowledge. Away from campus employers
spread across a myriad of industries wish
that their new hires, fresh out of college
had more experience in the realities of production.
To combat such qualms of students

and those hiring them, Virginia Tech has
implemented a more practical approach to
education. Without sacrificing academic
content, required curriculum has been
filled with design and laboratory courses
designed specifically to supplement an
undergraduate's education.
This shift towards a hands-on curriculum is a return of sorts for the engineering
faculty. Previous to the '70s and '80s, the
College of Engineering had fostered development of practical skills side by side with
those of a professional nature. That curriculum was subsequently modified in
favor of more theoretical material with the
intention of creating a more scholarly engineer.
The modem curriculum has been supplemented in the past few years by the ere-

ation of the Frith Practical Engineering
Laboratory.
Revised
Engineering
Fundamental (EF) courses that every
incoming freshman is required to take currently require students to use basic handson skills in an engineering manner by analyzing physical systems in the Frith Lab.
Dr. Richard Goff explains the reasoning
behind the changes: "A lot of the students
that come up today are interested in computers. They don't tend to tinker with
things as much as they did in the past." Dr.
Goff believes that implementing physical

~@[J ~©D®ITD©® ~ ~ITD@DITD®®[JDITD@
Over 25 Years of
Superior Water Services

ECOLOCHEM®
, Inc.
design and reverse-engineering practices
into the curriculum can compensate for
possible physical skill deficiencies. Handson experiences in the Frith Lab provide a

means for students to ease into the physicality of engineering. By altering course

lot of time messing with physical systems"
essential practical skills.
The entrance of a freshman design lab
into undergraduate curriculum can also be
seen as a way for the College of
Engineering to combat recent
complaints of women engineering students that feel left out of
the loop. "It is a rarity that young
girls spent a lot of time working
on cars or fixing the family lawn
mower." Says Goff. "We thought
that it would be a good thing to
get women more involved as
well in the hands-on experience
of engineering."
The true innovation of
incorporating hands-on design
experience was begun in the Fall
of 1999 when freshmen engineering students were given the
option of enrolling in a 1 credit
design
elective
course,
Engineering and Design Lab EF
2984.
Dr. Goff began the freshman
design lab in order "to add
another dimension to their education ... an introduction to engineering in the physical sense."
He believes that: "The idea of
teaching forces and moments ... Just taking
a flywheel off an engine can give a student

Benefits to students enrolled in this design
elective are enormous.
requirements so students must use Frith
Lab facilities the faculty is trying to teach
"students that didn't traditionally spend a
feature
I

a sense of (the principle of) a moment and
the forces involved in it."
The description of the freshman
Engineers' Forum • 13

design elective could read as follows:
"Come play with Robotix for course credit." Students get to take things apart and
put them back together for grades. A typical favorite among students is the Robotix
course challenge where students build
semi-autonomous vehicles from the popular Robotix set series to navigate an obstacle course. Students go to the course website to review the week's upcoming activi-

Students get to take things apart and
put them back together for grades.

ty and then come to class ready to perform
the lab activities. The students are graded
on attendance, teamwork, lab journals,
(which store lab notes and sketches of var-

Additionally, Dr. Goff maintains that
course grades are usually high in the
design elective thus suggesting a GPA
incentive for the course as well.

These books might get you an
"A" bur don't expect them to
help you fix your car.

ious projects) and a final team presentation
on their favorite lab or a lab that they
would like to see implemented.
Benefits to students enrolled in the
design elective are enormous. In a typical freshman year that is filled with theory that creates the basic foundations of
engineering science the Freshman
Design Lab offers students a chance to
work with actual, physical systems.
While most of their colleagues would
claim no technical experience, students
seeking internships or co-ops in their
sophomore year would be able to
impress prospective employers with a
recount of their course experiences.
14 • Engineers' Forum
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Although the lab was a tremendous
success the EF administration anticipates the shift of the lab into the regular
EF 1015 and 1016 classes. "Our ultimate goal" says Dr. Goff "is to incorporate the activities into actual classes, so
the concepts we teach are reinforced by
hands-on activity." Preliminary ideas of
EF changes for the future would include
several small design tasks incorporated
into the early EF classes.
Whatever the future holds for
freshmen, it seems more and more
likely that practical activity is here to
stay. Perhaps one day there will even
be a course on spark plugs ... l!fl

associated news
I

Food Review:
Koalaburger Tops List
by Tokus Boulous

New research, serendipitous discovery vindicate ostracized Virginia Tech.
BLACKSBURG, Va.- Old Bossy can
breathe a sigh of relief-at least for a short
while. In what amounts to nothing less
than an astounding discovery, a team of
Virginia Tech Meat and Poultry
researchers, curiously spearheaded by
Electrical Engineering student Christopher
Richardson, have discovered that the koala
makes the tastiest burger-ever.
Subjects in the controversial study were
given ground meat patties from several traditional sources, such as cattle, bison, and
deer, along with koala, and asked to rate
the food on texture, aroma, and "overall
tastiness." Koala was consistently ranked
first.
"I first came up with this theory when I
noticed a trend in the way people enjoy
meats" says Richardson, who notes that, if
it were possible, he himself would eat a
panda. "The cuter the animal in question is,
the tastiest that animal is. Just look at veal,
for example. Every one loves beef, and the
cow is a decent looking animal, but veal,
well, that comes from cute little baby
calves, locked up in boxes."
Richardson has theorized that part of the
appeal of koala is the natural lifestyle of
the creature. Slow and sloth-like to begin
with, the koala naturally displays the tender, flavorful properties of good veal. But
that's not where it ends. One peculiar
aspect of koala life which few people realize is that the koala, famous for its glassyeyed stare, is almost perpetually drunk
from the moment it begins its monothematic diet of eucalyptus leaves. The leaves
break down very slowly, and actually ferment in the creatures stomach. "As we all
know," muses Richardson, "the best marinades are often ones containing alcoholic
flavorings. Anyone who has ever grilled a
sausage in beer, or simmered a fine roast of

chateaubriand in madiera knows the flavor
and texture of well marinated meat. The
koala, well the koala comes pre-marinated
in his own juices."
Of course this discovery is not without
its dissenters. Richardson and group were
harassed by radical
organizations such as
PETA and Greenpeace
even before their permit to start grilling
began. "The project
only truly got under
way when the first
consumption of koala
was documented last
year, in the koala's
native Australia." A
man by the name of
Robert Speck apparently became intoxicated, and wandered
into the Australian
wilderness, where he
became lost. Koala
was the only thing he
could catch. "Some
men
would
be
ashamed to say they
ate a koala, but Speck
is a special breed, and
to him I'm forever
indebted"
says
Richardson.
For now, koala
farming is impractical,
and PETA Furious, Preparing to serve the koala meat.
but Richardson plans
to bring the bear to market as soon as possible. "Some say the koala should be
appreciated and loved, not eaten. I say
'Love the koala because you can eat
him .... and he tastes good!'" l!EJ
associated news
I
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Engineering Wonders
of the Modern World,
And the People who Built Them
by Tom Catherwood

he Empire State Building broke the
New York skyline in 1931 rising
1453 feet above the city streets.
The Hoover Dam, built in a virtually inaccessible canyon, holds back one of the
world's
largest man-made
lakes.
Magnificent Cathedrals oversee the
European countryside, serving not only as
a testament to religion but also as a shrine
to the ingenuity of mankind. The Panama
Canal, the Suez Canal and the Great Wall
of China! Skyscrapers, dams, and bridges.
Throughout the world engineering projects erally spend the better part of their lives on
have changed the land, the sea, and the sky. one project. Suspended more than a hunThis article is not only about the engineer- dred feet in the air on questionable scafing projects that have changed our world. folding with rope was the only means of
It's not about the fact that the Great Wall is fall protection, workers face a m riad
the only manmade object viewable from hazards. Masons hun
w4} sand
space. It's certainly not about the fact that
the Hoover Dam is large enough to bury
Virginia Tech's football field under 1476
feet of concrete. This article ·
the...-.,,....u~ ....
people that 11ri~v~~iemIT~£!t.J~tt~n

T

As the world progressed farther into the
age of steel, concrete and machines so
to did the nature of major engineering
projects.

ulations on ev
and fire safety to ergonormc
niques for lifting heavy boxes. What was ~a~r~~~~·~
safety like on major engineering projects standards, excep
50 years ago? 100 years ago? 300 years national landmark is 117 Y.
ago? Were early Cathedral foremen fined Brooklyn Bridge is so old tha
for noncompliance with ergonomics regu- the first structures in Ame ·
lations?
steel as a load bearing mat
The answer: They might have been, if the material of choice at the
there was a foreman to fine. Cathedrals
Construction of the
took decades to build, so workers could lit- 1869 and took 14 years to o
16 • Engineers' Forum

the course of these 14 years, a reported 27
workers lost their lives and countless others suffered physical injury or permanent
paralysis. With no safety nets to catch
falling workers and 50 years before hard
hats became standard issue, safety at the
work site was minimal. Falling from the
ridge, falling equipment, crushing by
c nstruction blocks and caisson disease
w e the most common dangers on the site.
Cai on disease, now referred to as the
bend killed three workers and left numerEven the Chief

ular was dug far deeper than its Brooklyn
counterpart. Therefore, the Manhattan
caisson had more frequent bouts of caisson
disease. It was in the Manhattan caisson
that Washington Roehling was paralyzed
for life.

Arizona and Nevada, and created a masterpiece that no picture can capture and no
words can rightfully describe. 726.4 feet
high! 3.25 million cubic
yards of concrete! A 110mile long reservoir! 4 bil-

Some construction sites at JFK International Airport.

Working in the compressed air of the
caisson, or at the peak of a mid-span tower
was dangerous on the Brooklyn Bridge.
However, it took a truly fearless individual
to work construction on the Hoover Dam.
Built in the four years between 1931 and
1935, the Hoover Dam is one of the mod-

lion kilowatt-hours
of energy
produced
yearly by
its generators! The Hoover Dam is simply
amazing, but its construction was simply

equipment, and truck accidents were just a
few of the hazards faced by Dam workers
on a daily basis.

Two of the most dangerous jobs at the
Dam site were blasting and the so-called
"High-Scalers". Blasting consisted of
removing rock with dynamite. Workers'
safety was compromised by both the dynamite and flying shards of rock. HighScalers were men that hung from the
canyon walls on body harnesses and
removed loose rock prior to the pouring of
the structure. The scalers faced immense
danger carrying nothing but tools, water

If Medieval Cathedrals can outlast clans, dynasties, and
civilizations, will the super structures of today stand a similar
test of time?
em engineering world's true wonders.
Workers started with a lump of clay in the
form of an inaccessible canyon between
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deadly. Estimates put worker fatalities at
anywhere from 96 to 112 workers.
Drowning, blasting, falling rocks and

and a 44-pound jackhammer. Besides the
inherent danger of hanging off of a cliff on
a glorified swing, high-scalers had to deal

On the Empire State Building, work- World Trade Center, and most recently
with live air hoses, electrical lines and bundles of steel hanging from the canyon ers dealt with standard construction haz- Petronas Towers in Malaysia all pushed
ards like falling tools, blasting, and falls. the skyline above and beyond anyone's
walls.
The onsite hazards of working at the The added height of the building also expectations. A proposed skyscraper in
Hoover Dam led to a makeshift safety exposed workers to high winds. A docu- Chicago is employing new technology and
device called the 'Hard-boiled hat". The mentary on the History Channel reported design in the quest to reach 2000 feet.
risk of death or
mJury
from
falling rocks and
tools was so
high that workers coated cloth
hats with coal tar
for an added
layer of head
protection.
'O
0
These tar-cov0
3:
ered
hats
(D
.c
worked so well
0
that the general
0
E
contractor made
Q
them standard
>
.0
issue
safety
0
0
devices on the
.c
0....
dam
project.
Today the coal 235 ft. above the streets of Washington, D.C. No fall protection except a rope and wooden scaffolding. Would
tar has given you have worked at the pinnacle of the National Cathedral.
way to molded
plastic, but the idea behind the modem that workers at the top of the building were Major dam projects in Brazil and China
"Hard-hat" remains the same as its tar routinely stung by kernels of grain picked are providing power for growing populaup by winds in the Midwest and carried all tions and economies. Even the "Big Dig"
derived ancestor some 70 years ago.
As the Hoover Dam filled Black the way to New York. Yet, even with the in Boston, which is attempting to divert

A world where engineering begins with the dreams born of our
wildest imaginations, and ends with fully functioning physical
landmarks.
Canyon in Arizona, construction workers
across the country were attempting to redefine the term skyline. The Empire State
Building in New York, 102 floors of architectural and engineering ingenuity, was the
largest building of its time and is currently
the 5th tallest building in the world.
Besides its early dominance of the
New York City skyline and its prominent place in At,ne.ricaa ~ulture today,
cotttttt\ction of the Empire State
Building was an awe-inspiring feat in
and of itself. Unlike the 5 years it took
o build the Hover Dam, or the 14 for
the Brookt:Ytt ridge, the Empire State
Building ottfy took one year and 45
days to complete. That means the
building rose an average of 4 stories a
eek!

added variable of height, only five workers
died during the building's construction!
Before the construction of the Empire
State Building, there was typically one
death for every million dollars spent on
major engineering projects. The total cost
of the Empire State Building was roughly
41 million dollars, debunking the past
death/cost standard. The low death toll
was due to numerous safety precautions.
There was an on site hospital staffed with a
nurse on full time duty and a physician on
call for serious injuries. Furthermore, a
street side entrance was kept free at all
times for ambulances.
As the world progressed farther
into the age of steel, concrete
machines, so to did the n
engineering projects.

mass amounts of traffic around and under
the city instead of through it, is an amazing undertaking in today's world. A world
where engineering begins with the dreams
born of our wildest imaginations, and ends
with fully functioning physical landmarks.
Just remember, it's all thanks to the people
that riveted bolts in gale force winds 1400

feet above New York Git); tbe work
that died or were paralyzed as they
attempted to unite Brooklyn and
Manhattan, and the men who dedicated
their lives and livelihoods to building the
Cathedrals. So to the masons. the high- .~
crane operators ... to the exca- I<D
laborers, and the concrete -o
Q)
person that orkec;l t;_
.0
0

0

.c
0....
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letter from the

editor

More Engineering Than
You Can Handle
by Tom Catherwood

his is my first letter as Editor of the
Engineers' Forum and I don't know
exactly where to start. Typically
these letters explore meaningful question
about engineering here at Virginia Tech.
One letter considered the possible ramifications of our overuse of technology - yes,
I use my calculator for simple subtraction.
There was even a letter searching for the
practicality and real world application of
our classes. Clearly I should come up with
some witty and insightful take on a subject
that affects every engineer's life. How
about classes? How about the core curriculum? How about the fact that the
physics book is only slightly more competent than the teachers? Or how about the
fact that in a few short weeks, this year will
be over? There will be another class of
freshman coming in to remind us exactly
how old we're getting. In fact, this magazine goes out to all incoming engineering
freshman. Maybe we should give them a
little introduction to their first year?
Incoming freshmen, welcome to
Virginia Tech. If it's the summer and
you're reading this it means you've chosen
to come to the great town of Blacksburg
24060
to
study
engineering.
Congratulations! Engineering is spectacular here at Tech. However, when you first
arrive you are going to hear some horror
stories, and let me be the first to say that
they are not true.
For example,
Engineering Fundamentals. You'll hear
that it's impossible, overwhelming and
uncontrollable. Don't worry, it's not that
bad. At least not until you get to class.

T

The tests are easy ... if you were born with
a TI-89 in your hand. And the book is fabulous .. . as kindling. But it's okay, because
if everything goes according to plan 40%
of you will become business majors after
the first semester. Not really. Some of that
40%
will
retake
Engineering
Fundamentals before becoming business
majors.
Those of you that do make it through
EF (a catchy moniker for Extra Eun), congratulations. You will be well on your way
to one of the most rewarding, fruitful and
challenging majors around. Besides EF,
engineering students are pampered with
some of the best facilities imaginable. The
Math Emporium, our state of the art computer center complete with all the comfort
and coziness of a hurricane shelter, serves
all of your computing needs. There is also
a requirement that all freshman own a
computer thereby defeating the need for
the Emporium but don't worry about that.
There is no reason to dwell solely on
the fabulous Math Crematorium when
other excellent places are open for the
advancement of student learning. You
want cutting edge? Look no further than
the physics and chemistry labs. Bunsen
burners, pipettes, carts on "frictionless" air
tracks and other World War II surplus
items are available for your use. The possibilities for practical applications are so
astounding (read: miniscule) that if you
actually learn something, come, please tell
me: we'll publish it.
Engineering isn't all just classroom
learning. It's important to get a sense of

the correlation between what we learn and
how it all works in the real world. Just
walk around campus, there's a wealth of
knowledge waiting for you. You'll learn
that replacing grass with concrete saves on
mowing costs. Every Engineer knows that
the best way to remedy the eyesore of an
open field is another building or two.
Above and beyond work, studying and
learning, engineering slowly becomes a
way of life. We learn important critical
thinking skills. We learn to observe and
analyze the world in different ways. We
learn that without engineers, and healthy
applications of duct tape, the world would
cease to function. Someday you will laugh
at a "You might be an engineer if..." joke.
Someday, you might think a brown belt
matches a black pair of shoes. Someday
you will wear a short sleeve shirt with a tie
- this doesn't necessarily go for the
women, as guys seem to be the only ones
afflicted with this style. Someday you will
keep more than two pens, and possibly a
straight edge, in your shirt pocket.
Someday maybe, just maybe, with hard
work, dedication, and a general lack of
sleep you might find that you have become
an engineer... if you don't get lost at the
Math Emporium first.
To all Virginia Tech Students: Good Luck
on your Final Exams
To all incoming Freshmen: Good Luck on
everything.

Go Hokies,

Tom Catherwood
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Join the Forum.

We're always looking for new staff members. Whether your in
enginerring or not we have a position for you! Openings in writting, photography, graphic
design, marketing, management are all available and look great on a resume.

It's time for you to make the calls.

To create your own future.
To have a real impact.
After all, it's your world.
And we'd be a perfect fit. Because only at Ford Motor Company will you
find a spectrum of opportunities this broad and a level of impact this impressive.
The fact is, we're experiencing a major transformation - to a consumer company
that provides automotive products and services. And to be successful, we need
professionals with the hunger to learn. The knowledge to teach. And the ability
to lead.
We're entering a period full of big challenges - and even bigger decisions.
Is your world ready for it?
We will be interviewing on campus soon. For more information please
contact your career center or visit www.ford.com/careercenter.

By choice, we are an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to a culturally diverse workforce.

